WATER      UNDER      THE      BRIDGES
quixotic and reckless to hand over territory to the Reich which had
never previously belonged to it. Yet what, then, of that Wilsonian
and democratic principle of self-determination? Accorded to all
others, it was refused to Germany when both the Austrians and the
Sudetens in 1919 asked for inclusion in the German Reich. More-
over, as it happened, over 2,000,000 of those 3,250,000 Sudeten
Germans lived, not inside Bohemia, but in those very frontier mount-
ainous districts which marched with Germany. It'was one of the
capital and fatal errors of the Peace Treaty of Versailles.
The idea, or rather the wishful thought, no doubt was that in time
Czechoslovakia might become a second Switzerland; but for that it
lacked not only the time but the geographical features and advantages.
The Czechs, tough and honest and industrious, did the best they could
during their twenty years of freedom, but the handicap was too heavy
and their political wisdom and experience not sufficiently developed.
When the crisis arose, every one of the other races in the country, even
the Slovaks, showed itself dissatisfied with Czech rule. If war had
broken out with Germany in 1938, the Czech soldiers would have died
fighting to the last man, but the Czech Government could not have
counted with any confidence on the rest of its Army.
One of the problems at the end of this war will again be what to do
with the Sudeten Germans. Any other solution than that based on
the accepted democratic principle of self-determination would be folly
and a crime against future generations. And let it be the same with
Austria. Believe me, I wish our gallant Czech allies far too well ever
to saddle them again with such an utterly indigestible and dangerous
minority as the Sudeten.
Moreover, I am personally convinced that there will never be peace
in Central Europe till all the Germans are united in a solid block.
Frontiers can be demilitarized and populations can be exchanged, no
doubt at considerable hardship to the present generation, but with
infinite advantage to future ones. To leave large blocks of Germans
outside Germany and on Germany's very frontiers is merely to invite
the rising of another Hitler. The most liberal and least Prussian of
the Germans have always sought and worked for German unity. It
has been the link which bound the rest of Germany to Prussia, the
original founder of German unity, and it will always be the link till
that unity is finally achieved To talk of splitting up Germany at the
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